HONEYWELL
NORTH ADAPTEC
One style. Three sizes. Customized fit & performance.

PROTECTIVE
EYEWEAR SYSTEM
Setting out with a unique approach to safety eyewear, Honeywell wanted to create a
product that would fit everyone - no matter their gender, ethnicity, or facial features.
Founded on enduser research, the company poured evertything it learned into the
development of the North Adaptec eyewear. The result? An adjustable eyewear system
that can be worn by the widest range of workers and still deliver excellent protection,
superior confort, customized adjustability, premium optics, and a stylish look.

ONE STYLE.
Means simplicity of stocking and ordering
as well as consistent usage by workers.

THREE SIZES.
Means the right protection, improved
performance and optical clarity for
everyone in your workplace.

CUSTOMIZED FIT
Means personalized comfort for each
wearer, ensuring all-day protection and
compliance with safety requirements.

Research shows that different facial features demand customized
adjustability. North Adaptec™ offers personalized eye protection in all the right
places, and adjusts in seconds for customized all-day comfort.
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ADJUSTABLE
EQUALS COMFORT
ADJUSTABLE NOSE BRIDGE
CENTERS EYES TO REDUCE
FATIGUE
Three position nose bridge is simple to
adjust and keeps eyes centered in the
lens, where optical clarity is best. Workers’
vision is less strained so they experience
less eye fatigue, work more comfortably
for longer periods, and can more clearly
see their work.

SELF-ADJUSTING NOSE PADS
ADD TO WORKER COMFORT
Soft, flexible material allows each nose
pad to independently conform to the
wearer’s face, delivering greater comfort,
contact, and stability.

ADJUSTABLE LENS ANGLE
IMPROVES SAFETY AND
REDUCES FOGGING
Each temple hinghe ratchets to
seven positions - the 30° of custom
adjustability - so lens is angled for both
optimal eye protection and ideal space for
air circulation

TEMPLES MICRO-ADJUST
FOR A SNUG FIT AND
ALL-DAY COMFORT
A proprietary temple design (patend
pending) allows workers to adjust temple
tension anytime, safely and without
removing eyewear. Workers can adjust for
personal preference or task at hand - a
firmer fit for active work or a lighter fit for
general wear.
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Be more comfortable
Soft, flexible material covers frame
components for comfortable, secure fit.

See clearly with less fogging
Vented, cushioned frame allows
optimum air circulation and
reduces fogging

Be more protected
Ratcheting temple hinges
adjust lens angle
for greater protection
and reduced fogging

Stay alert with less eye fatigue
Adjustable nose bridge keeps
eyes centered in lens for clearer
optics and reduced eye fatigue.

Be more secure
Proprietary temple design (patend pending)
adjusts temple tension for personal comfort
and non-slip security. Temple inserts slide
from front to back for firmer fit - or in opposite
direction for looser fit.
Ready for any condition
The North Adaptec HydroShield Anti-Fog coating ensures fog free times 90X longer than
majority of other products and has 2X the scratch resistance. Plus >99.9% UVA/UVB protection.
It is available in Clear, Smoke and IR 5.0 shade lens tint. Meets ANSI Z87.1.

Replace lens quick and easily
Even the toughest lens can break or scratch.
That’s why the North Adaptec features a lens
replacement system that is a snap.

HONEYWELL NORTH ADAPTEC™ ORDERING INFORMATION
MATERIAL
(SKU)

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

500LRLHS

T5900 Regular Clear / Replace Lens

T5900LTK5.0HS

T5900 Regular / Black Frame IR 5.0 / Hydroshield® Lens

T5900LTKHS

T5900 Regular / Black Frame / Clear Hydroshield® Lens

T5900LTKSHS

T5900 Regular / Black Frame / Smoke Hydroshield® Lens

T5900NTKHS

T5900 Narrow / Black Frame / Clear Hydroshield® Lens

T5900NTKSHS

T5900 Narrow / Black Frame / Smoke Hydroshield® Lens

T5900WTKHS

T5900 Wide / Black Frame Clear / Hydroshield® Lens

T5900WTKSHS

T5900 Wide / Black Frame Smoke / Hydroshield® Lens

Clear - Used for most indoor work applications.

Smoke - Minimizes outdoor sunlight and glare.

IR Shade 5.0 - For light blazing, cutting and
gas welding

For more information
sps.honeywell.com
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